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Assrnesr

The terms "electrical" (E) and "optical" (O)
cannot be construed as definitions of twin larps:
they refer to characters (reversal of electrical po-
larity and reversal of optical activity) tlat help
detect twinning. These characters belong as fol-
lows to the three types of penetration twins in low
quartz: the 6'?2' (Daupbin6) twin is E but not
O; the &2m' (Combine0 twin is O but not E; the
V2l^'@razil) tqdn is both O and E. Conversely
tho two observations yield no more than the follow-
ing infornration. E but not O: two crystals of the
samo hand @auphin6 twin); O but flot E: two
crystals of different hands (Combined twin); both
O and E: either two crystals of different hands
(Brazil twin) or three (or four) crystals, two of
one hand and one (or two) of the other (all three
twin laws).

IurnooucrtoN

It is well-known ihat low quartz (symmetry
32) shows three types of twinning by merohedry
(or twinning by twinJattice symmetry with in-
dex 1). Their twin symmetries ne w,itton 6'2?:,
i'2/ m', and7'2m' in the black-white symbolism,
which Curien & Le Corre (1958) have used to
describe the symmetry of a dual twin (trvin made
up of two crystals). These twin symmetries are
correlated with the corresponding twin laws as
follows: (221 with Dauphin6 twinning, 3t2lm'
with Brazil twinning, and?zm'with the Com-
bined twinning. In each case the unprimed ele-
ments are crystal-symmetry elements, that is,
cyclic groups of operations that carry each of
the f,wo crystals in the twin to self-coincidence,
while the twin operations (or twin-symmetry
operations), which bring crystal I to coincide
with crystal II, are contained in the primed ele-
ments. Note that in each t5/pe, the 3-fold axis
is a subgroup of index 2 of the black-white axir
along c, as shown by the direct productsz e =
3 x.2 ' ,7 '  ;3  xV,6 '= 3 x ( l / r /d) .

ff &e twin operations are proper rotations, as
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in. 6'22', crystals I and II are both right-handed
or both left-handed. If the twin operations are
improDer rotatrons, as in7'2/m' and'VZrn', orLe
of 

^th6 
crystals is'right-handed, the other left-

handed. Likewise the polarity of the secondary
2-fold axes is preserved or reversed by the twin
operation, depending on the nature of the black-
white element: it is preserved by a 60o rotary-
inversion G' oit); it is reversed by a 60o rota-

tion t-d axis) or a 120" rotary-inversion (3' axis).
A lwin in which the hand of the crystal is re-

versed can be detected by optical means; one in
which the polarity of the 2-fold axes is reversed
can be recognized by electrical tests; a twin in
which both properties are reversed can be seen
both optically and electrically (Table 1).

NoMsNcr.eTuREs IN CoNFLrcr

A survey of the literature reveals that the
mineralogical names of the twin laws are proper-
ly matched with the twin symmetries in all the
papers examined, with one exception - in qb-
iien & Donnay (1958) the Brazil twin and the
Combined twin have their symmetry symbols in-
terchanged, an erratum that has been noted by
Donnay & Donnay (1974). The term 'lelegJricat

twinning" has been u:ed, not only to signify re-
versal of electrical polarity, but also as a syno-
nym of "Dauphin6 twinning", as stated ln !!"
Glossary o! Terms (Anonymous 1945).r The
use of expressions containing the words "optical
trrinning't has been found inconsistent. Althougb
some au&ors, notably Frondel (1'945, p, 448),
recognize that all quartz twins other than the
Dauphin6 twin are 'optical" twins, other writen

lThis Glossary was aplnnded to a symposium on
quartz oscillator-plates, to which D*: 9. Frondel
dna W. Parrish contributed most of the papers.
Despite its atrotrymity, it is authoritative in the field.
Tle synonymy "Dauphin6=electrical" and "Brazil-
optical" is also recorded in Frondel (1962).
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In rebuttal w€ submit that the geometrical fig-
ure that expresses the property under considera-
tion, vfz. electrical polarity, is a planar ligure -
essentially a circle with six radii 60' apart, the
ends of which carry alternating plw and minus
signs. The interchange of the signs by the twin
operation results in an electrical twin by defini-
tion. While it is true that the twin operation is
a 180" rotation (equivalent to a 60o rotation)
about the twin axis in type L and an inversion
through the twin center in type 2, these two
operations reduce to a single one, namely a
180o rotation about a twin digyre, when only the
planar figure is concerned. A digyre is a sym-
metry element of order 2 for planar figures;
here it is tle point in which the c axis inter-
sects the plane of the circle. We thus see that the
cause of the reversed polarity in type 2, far from
being unrelated to what it is in type 1, is indeed
identically the same.

A Brazil twin is not only optical; it is also
electrical, and this fact should not be swspt un-
der the rug! There is no reason why anyone,
after glancing at Table 1, should wa,nt to equate
"combined optical and electricaf' with "com-
bined Dauphin6-Brazil". And if one of the three
twins deserves to be called "simple optical", it
certainly is type 3, not type 2.

The geometrical figure that expresses optical
activity, in contrast to that used above for elec-
trical polarity, rs a three-dimensional tigure - a
cylindrical screw. A left screw goes into a right
one by inversion or by reflection. Types 2 and
3 both have an inversion as part of the twin

Type I
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' t 2
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e l e c t r l c a l  

v P L ' e o l

have restricted "optical twinning" to the Brazil
twin, with the result that this expression has been
used as an alternate way of stating the Brazil
twin law. (fhe anonymots Glossary faithfully
resords both usages.) As a sequel the expression
"combined electrical-optical twin" was construed
to be synonymous with "combined Dauphin6-
Brazil twin" (Cady 1946, p. 422), which it ob-
viously is not (see Table 1). Therein lies the core
of the confusion.

The following quotation from a paper on the
terminology of penetration twins in low quartz
(Thomas 1945) illustrates our statem€nt.

"IMhile it has been customary to term the sec-
ond type an optical twin and the third type a
combined electrical and optical twin (compound
optical twin), this nomenclature is sometimes;
and it is thoaght incorrectly, reversed." [Empha-
sis added.l Thus Ttromas states the customary
incorrect usage, and he agrees with it! His quar-
rel is with the would$e reformers. The remedy
he prescribed turned out to be worse than the
ailment. Here is the terminology actually pro-
posed by Thomas (1945), to which we must take
exception:

Type 1: "electrical" twinning;
Type 2: "optical" or "simple optical" twin-

ning;
Type 3: "compound optical' twinning.
The facts pertaining to the three types of

twinning are well-recorded by Thomas in three
sketches, which agree perfectly with our Table
1. (Ihey are reproduced in Frondel, L962, as
Fig. 46.) The misunderstanding begins in the
analysis of ty'pe 2 @raztl twinning), about which
Thomas writes: "It should be noted that the
cause of this reverred polarity is unrelated to
electrical twinning as described above.'n Note
that he uses "electrical twinning" as a synonym
of type 1 or Dauphin6 twinning. He goes on,
"This type of twin ttype 2J should be regarded
as a purely optical twin, but confusion arises
because of the accompanying electrical inhomo-
geneity. If the srystal tstol is described as a
combined electrical and optical twin, it might be
thought that the rcference was to a sombined
Dauphin6 and Brazilian twin, which is incor-
rggt.t'

l . -  Dauphin6 - I l

l\ 
u(?1' 

,/ Il" \_ ,/ _lType 2 Type 3' Type 2
Brazil Corbi ned Brdzi'l
T - ' z / r ' .  6 t z n ,  3 ' 2 / n '
( 0 & E )  . /  ( 0 )  \  ( 0 ' & E:/i:: ,\'r"'

I V * - D a u p h i n 6 _ I t I *
6 '22 '
(E)

Frc. 1. Sshematic tepresentation of
tle complete twin. The asterisk in-
dicates change of hand of the crys.
tal The four crystals in the twin
are shown by Roman numerals.
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operadon, considerd as a rotatory-inversionl the
other part, being a rotation, does not alter the
character of the screw. In both types the twin
operation may also be taken as a reflection,
either in a secondary twin mirror (,m'.) n Epe
2 or in a tertiary twin rnirror (, .m') in' type 3.
Both twin types are optical, even though the
cause of the reversed optical activity, that is,
the twin operation, diffen from type to qrye.

Type 3 twinning fCombined" twin) occurs
very rarely alone, that is, in a dual twin. In the
complete twin with its four crystals, or even in
a twin with three crystals, the existence of type
I t6rinning is trivial, for there it is a logicat
necessity (Fig. l). Designating the crystals in
the twin by Roman numerals, let I-II be a Dau-
phin6 twin and II-I[$ aBrazll twin, then I-IIIE
mustbe a Conbined twin. Ukewise let IIIE-fV*
bo a Dauphin6 twin, then IV*'I must be a Brazil
twin, since mE-I is a Combined twin. More gen-
eralln any one of the three twin laws can be
expressed'as the product of the other two2.
(Ihe asterisk attached to a Roman numeral indi-
cates a change of hand brought about by the
twtn law.)

It is of interest to derive, from Figure 1, the
inferences that can be drawn from the obsera-
tion of a reversal in electrical polarity (E)' op-
tical activity (O), or both these characters.: The
results can be summarized as follows, with re-
qpect to number of cryntals in the twin, their
chirality (eft or rigb0. and twin laws present.

First case, E but not O: two crystals, I-II or
[I*-IV$, both left or both right. Dauphin6 twin.

Second case, O but not E: two crystals I-III*,
ono left, the other right. Combined twin. (Label-
ling the crystals II-IVE brings no new resul8.)

Third case, both O and E: thee possibilities.
(1) Two crystals, I-IV*' one left, the other right.

Brazil twin. (The labelling II-I[" is equiva-
lent )

(2) Three crystals, represented by any three
cornelTi of the square in Figure 1, san I-II-
III*, two left, one right or two right, one left.
All three twin laws are Present.

(3) Four crystals, I-II-I[$-fV&, two left and two

'Only because Dauphin6 and Brazil twins occut
much more frequently than the Combined tfrn, has
the latter been taken as the cottbinecl twin. The
term was introduced by Frondel (1945).

right. This is the complete twin. All three
twin laws are there, and each one is acting
twice, accounting for six dual twins (Fig. 1).

The above synopsis shows that the two ob-
servations can identify the Dauphin6 twinning,
when it occurs alone, and the rare Combined
law, also when alone. 'If both reversals are ob'
served, however, it is impossible to infer the
numbet of crystals, chirality, or twin law(s) with-
out additional observations, such as etch figures.

A Fnclr, Pr,se

In conclusion "electrical twinning" should not
be used to mean "twinning by a 60o rotation
around the c axis", not any more than "optical
twinning" should be taken as a synonym-of
"fsTinning by inversion in a twin center". The
adjestivei "electrical" and "opticaf' properly
describe characters of twins.
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